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“Amnesty International Demands Urgent Actions to Stop 

“Forcibly Return” of Palestinian Syrian Refugees in Egypt” 

 

 
 
 

 Italian coastal guards save more than 400 immigrants including 

Palestinians of Syria. 

 Clashes in Yarmouk camp at Damascus, amid continuation of strict 

siege. 

  Artillery shelling targets adjacent farms to Khan Al Sheih camp in 

Damascus city. 

 Quite and economic crises in Al Raml camp in Lathakeia. 
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Recent Updates 

After the Egyptian authorities arrested 15 Palestinian refugees from 

Syria who fled to Gaza strip for several months then return to Egypt due 

to land, sea and air heavy bombing that targeted the strip during the last 

month. The 15 refugees have been arrested in Cairo airport and have 

been asked either to deport to Gaza or Syria. The Egyptian authorities 

have deported 13 of them to Syria amongst real fears of deporting the 

rest of them due to the possible risk on their lives. 

AMNSTY International, in a statement which the Action Group had a 

copy of it, demanded urgent actions to stress on the Egyptian interior 

ministry to stop forcibly returning of the rest of refugees to Syria. 

AMNSTY confirmed the importance of arguing the Egyptian interior 

ministry to commit the implementation of the 1951 convention items 

concerning the refugee status and the 1069 convention items concerning 

the refugee crises in Africa. Stressing on the importance of providing 

international protect to those who escaped from the severe violations of 

human rights and the armed conflict in Syria. 

To read the statement sees the following link: 

http://goo.gl/FOmkHF 

The department of fighting crimes in Zouara city in Libya arrested about 

200 illegal immigrants including a number of Palestinian Syrian refugees 

while they were trying to reach Europe through the Libyan beaches. It is 

mentioned that Libya has became one of the main passages to reach 

Europe by sea. 

 
The arrested immigrants in Libya  

http://goo.gl/FOmkHF
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In the same context, the Italian coastal guards declared that it has 

rescued, the day before, two boats which were carrying about 400 

immigrants including Palestinian Syrians and Syrians who fled from the 

ongoing war in Syria. The Italian authorities said that the number of 

immigrants who arrived to Italy this year has exceeded the previous year 

ten times.  

 
Death boats 

It is worth mentioning that hundreds of Palestinian families have to ride, 

what is called “death boats” which were launched from the Egyptian and 

Libyan beaches and transport the refugees to the European beaches 

without any safety procedures. 

Violent clashes broke out yesterday in Yarmouk camp between fighters 

inside the Yarmouk camp and the Regular Army alongside with the 

Public Front-General Command at the Yarmouk municipality square in 

Palestine and Al Thalathein Streets, while they use medium and light 

weapons. 

In terms of living aspect, the strict siege imposed on the camp for more 

than a year is still continuous with complete power cut. On the other 

hand, heavy explosions were heard in Khan Al Sheih camp in Damascus 

city resulted in the bombing of Al Qusour farm adjacent to the camp. 

The residents of the camp are suffering of the repeated closure of roads 

that linking the camp to the adjacent areas which led to a shortage in 

basic and medical materials. 
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Al Raml camp in Lathakiea is living a state of quite, while the residents 

are suffering of economic crises, as the basic material prices and houses 

rent have risen amid the spread of unemployment. 


